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Creating precious moments through fun adventures.



The growth and happiness 
of young children is central 
to what we do.

To ensure that language 
and communication skills 
are developed from infancy.

We seek to provide fun, 
interactive books and toys 
to entice and excite children.

Key Icons

Creativity and Imagination

Early Readers

Best Seller



Board books, designed specifically to be 
durable and lasting for toddlers and babies.

We understand that a child’s education starts 
before formal schooling, so we aim to equip 
parents and carers to support their child’s learning.

Item code: GBShapes947
Teaches: Matching, shapes and memory skills.

Item code: GBColours145
Teaches: Memory skills, early vocabulary and colours.

Item code: GBNumbers930
Teaches: Counting, numbers and memory skills.

BOARD BOOKS
4+Months

9/10 PARENTS
RECOMMEND
GREEN BEAN COLLECTION

Supports Children’s Speech 
and Word Recognition.



Authored by Anita Frost,
the Green Bean Collection
is now a household favourite,

helping parents and carers 
engage children with great 
books and toys during their 
early years.

The individuality of each
character lends itself to 
lessons about the uniqueness 
of each child and how we are 
all special as we are.

TOYS
12+Months



We love to encourage children to find a love 
for reading and learning from early childhood.

Through our fictional characters, Green Bean, and 
friends, children being to understand the beauty of 
friendship through enhancing their imaginations 
and broadening their horizons.

Item code: GBPark210
Teaches: Routine, adventure and nutrition.

Item code: GBBedtime203
Teaches: Early vocabulary, routine and organising.

Item code: GBPool227
Teaches: Swimming, safety and routine.

18+Months
PAPERBACK BOOKS



TOYS
12+Months

GREEN BEAN’S HOUSE
Item code: GBhouse028
Teaches: Fine motor skills, pretend play, sharing and 
imaginative experience.

“ Kids love toys and through play children learn   
 about themselves and the world around them, 
 play can improve little peoples social skills.”



FUN LEARNING

GREEN BEAN
Item code: GBbean076
Teaches: Fine motor skills, pretend play,
friendship, sensory and imaginative experience.

MR BEAR
Item code: GBMrBear001
Teaches: Fine motor skills, pretend play,
freindship, sensory and imaginative experience.

GREEN BEANS 
ALPHABET PAPERBACK
Item code: GBAlphabet197
Teaches: letters, word recognition, early vocabulary, 
matching and sounds.



For the latest trends and pieces ...

Registered in England No. 09310534

www.greenbeancollection.co.uk
SHOP


